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Abstract

An analytical study was performed for the reliability of a
self-actuated shutdown system (SASS) under the unprotected loss
of flow (ULOF) event in a typical loop-type liquid metal fast
breeder reactor (LMFBR) by the use of the response surface Monte
Carlo analysis method. Dominant parameters for the SASS, such as
Curie point characteristics, subassembly outlet coolant tempera-
ture, electromagnetic surface condition, etc., were selected and
their probability density functions (PDFs) were determined by the
design study information and experimental data. To get the re-
sponse surface function (RSF) for the maximum coolant tempera-
ture, transient analyses of ULOF were performed by utilizing the
experimental design method in the determination of analytical
cases. Then, the RSF was derived by the multi-variable regression
analysis. The unreliability of the SASS was evaluated as a proba-
bility that the maximum coolant temperature exceeded an accept-
able level, employing the Monte Carlo calculation using the
above PDFs and RSF. In this study, sensitivities to the dominant
parameter were compared. The dispersion of subassembly outlet
coolant temperature near the SASS-was found to be one of the most
sensitive parameters. Fault tree analysis was performed using
this value for the SASS in order to evaluate the shutdown system
reliability. As a result of this study, the effectiveness of the
SASS on the reliability improvement in the LMFBR shutdown system
was analytically confirmed.

This study has been performed as a part of joint research and
development projects for DFBR under the sponsorship of the nine
Japanese electric power companies. Electric Power Development
Company and the Japan Atomic Power Company.

1.Introduction

A reactor shutdown system in DFBR consists of two independent
systems (Primary shutdown system and secondary shutdown system)
and has a high reliability. For more reliability improvement,
SASS, which drops a control rod at the detection of reactor
accidents without an action or a signal, is developed. The
installation of the electromagnetic type SASS against the common
cause failure (CCF) of the electric device has been planned.

Objectives of this study are a investigation of a reliability
evaluation method and a quantitative evaluation of SASS unreli-
abilityl Then, an influence of uncertainty factors on SASS
reliability could be understood and future problems could be
confirmed.

2.Characteristics of SASS

In the SASS, an electromagnet has a temperature sensitive alloy
in which saturated magnetization steeply decreases at the curie
point. Therefore, the SASS holds a control rod at normal condi-
tion and releases the control rod spontaneously when an abnormal
core temperature rise occurs.

A structure of SASS is shown in fig. 1. For suitable duration
time with SASS, the temperature sensitive alloy should have a
suitable magnetic characteristic, and there should be an ade-
quate coolant flow around the SASS.

So, the reliability of SASS is influenced by an uncertainty of
the magnetic characteristic in the temperature sensitive alloy,
an uncertainty of duration time in the coolant flow and an
uncertainty of temperature behavior in the temperature sensitive
alloy.

3. Investigation of a probability evaluation method

Firstly, uncertainty factors of SASS reliability have been
selected. They have been categorized into three items which have
been a duration of a coolant temperature rising around the SASS,
a decreasing delay of holding force and a temperature rising
delay in the SASS. Uncertainty widths of these items have been
defined based on test results for SASS development and so on.
These numbers are shown in table 1.
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A setting of a response surface is presented. Firstly, tran-
sient analyses cases have been defined and have been calculated.
In this study, ULOF cases have been calculated, because of
severe conditions for SASS design. Then, the response surface
has been defined from these calculation results using multi-
variable regression analysis. An evaluation flow of the response
surface and an example of the response surface equation are
shown in fig 2.
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Unreliability of SASS has been calculated by using the Monte
Carlo analysis. Firstly, probability density distributions of
uncertainty factors have been defined and data sets of these
factors have been picked up, based on these probability density
distributions. Then, the response surface equation has been
calculated on these data sets. So, a probability density distri-
bution of transient results has been obtained from these calcu-
lation results. The flow of the response surface Monte Carlo
analysis is shown in fig 3.

4.Reliability of SASS

Results of SASS unreliability are shown in fig 4. These results
are influenced by the a core exit temperature and the SASS
actuation temperature. When the core exit temperature changed to
530 C from 550 C, an unreliability of SASS decreased about one
order. This difference decreased, when the SASS actuation tem-
perature increased.
In fig 5, influences of uncertainties for SASS unreliability
are shown. The unreliability of SASS decreased one order in the
case of 1/2 of the uncertainty data of an assembly exit temper-
ature and an irradiation effect in the core exit temperature of
550 C. This difference decreased, too, when the SASS actuation
temperature increased.
Results of unreliability evaluation in the reactor shutdouw
system are shown in fig 6. These are results in the case of an
assembly exit temperature high signal, without SASS and with
SASS.
In the case without SASS, Failure probabilities of a control
rod, a thermocouple, a transmitters modulator, a compariter and
a or-gate occupied the same rate in the failure probability of
the reactor shutdown system. In the case without SASS, the
failure probability of the control rod comprised most of the
failure probability of the reactor shutdown system. So the SASS
was effective as a countermeasure for CCFs of electric devices.

5. Conclusions

SASS reliability has been applied using the response surface
Monte Carlo analysis and has been evaluated quantitatively. The
influences of the SASS actuation temperature and so on, have
been confirmed for the SASS reliability, and the reliability
improvements of a reactor shutdown system by the SASS have been
prospected as a countermeasure for CCFs of the electric devices.

Table 1 Uncertainty factors of SASS reliability

6.Future problem

the SASSFuture Problems are as follows in the evaluation of
reliability and the development of the SASS.
- Collection of any uncertainty data
- Decreasing the uncertainties of the assembly exit temperature
and irradiation effect.

- Evaluation of SASS error actuation in nominal operation.

Item

Duration of coolant
temperature rising
around SASS

Decreasing delay
of holding force

Temperature rising
delay in SASS

uncertainty Factor

Coolant exit temp.
from assembly

Coolant transport delay
ill)

Condition of parting
plane

[ID
Irradiation effect

ieat transfer delay
• oioo

in SASS
in

Length error in SASS
DEE)

Uncertainty width

30°C

0.5 sec

15°C

20°C

0.2 sec

0.3 sec



Evaluation flow of a response surface

Selection of transient
analyses cases

(2? cases)
»

Transient analysis
(Parameter;
Uncertainty factor)

i

Multi regression analysis
i

Response surface

Analysis case: ULOF
(Severe condition

for SASS design)

Coolant exit temperature
of the nominal assembly

Equation of the response surface

y = 832.3 - 49.32X? + 6.47X? + 23.64X3* + 20.90X,*

+ 2.22X5* - 6.02X; • X3* + 6.16Xs' - X5* + 3.21 X6* • Xs*

+ 4.98X,* • X/ - 8.18X,' • X; + 3.92X3* • XT

Fig 2 An evaluation flow of the response surface and an example
of the response surface equation
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Fig 5 Influence of uncertainty for SASS unreliability
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